"bag op masks"
Confidences grow taller and richer; scarlet runners that need no
bean-pole but rush up unaided and brandish at the sky.
Then a woman with a deserved repute for beauty and fascination:
She has a muffled heart, to disappoint you like the taste of a pear
that has no taste.
Next, a woman with a gift for words and no inhibitions; proving
that eloquence is a great hindrance to profundity. While groping
for words, you are compelled to think hard and deep about what
you mean; but eloquent people can pour it out before they 'have
time to think at all.
After her, a woman in the act of resigning a certain presidency
which had involved a lot of tiresome responsibility. She wears
the beatific expression of one who takes off an albatross hung like
a locket about her neck, and hands it to the Ancient Mariner she
has always most disliked.
An enchanting young woman (pre-war) leading the life of a
play-girl, who knows she is being criticized for not using her
undoubted mental powers; she wears that look of fierce prerogative,
walking haughtily as though in a charmed circle immune from
work. Critics of this gay young "parasite-type**, of whom once
there were many, would condemn her for laziness. That, however,
is the wrong diagnosis; nearly always, this girl was vibrant with
energy; her trouble was arrogance; if she could not begin at the
top, she would not begin at all. Why, she might have had to
work under somebody stupid I
A woman who introduces you with a pregnant: "I specially
want you to meet Mrs. So-and-so!"—Thus adding to an unim-
portant encounter, an atmosphere of mystery and privilege not in
any way justified by Mrs. So-and-so. Or, come to that, by
yourself.
The woman boldest in robbery, who has a reputation and
manner of the prettiest diffidence. Beware of her shy technique:
Violets are treasure-trove "in their proper place" sprinkling the
terraces under olive trees in Italy; not so bad in clumps along by
the sweet-peas and tomato plants in an English walled Htdbefi-
garden. Leave your pocket-book with her, if you must leave it
somewhere; you may find it again—with as much chance as now
and then I hope to find the walking-stick of ivory, ebony and agatse
which I dropped in the,Royal Deer Park outside Copenhagen
in 1936.
Here comes the woman who uses repeatedly:  "Though I say
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